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The Problem 54%

80%

70%

Every year, 4.5 trillion used cigarette butts are discarded into 
our environment. With around 1 billion smokers worldwide
(nearly 20% of the Earths adult population) this problem 
extends past Irish borders and requires an immediate solution.

Heavy metals and chemicals that build up in the butts are
leached into the earth and the oceans when they are dumped 
into landfill sites, rivers & oceans. This contaminates soils 
used for agriculture and pollutes Earth’s water supply.

Cigarette butt litter is a silent pandemic that is strife globally. 
The $849 Billion tobacco industry is ever growing worldwide 
but there is still a severe absence of substantial recycling
resources available to smokers.

5,000,000,000,000

4,000,000,000,000

Cigarettes smoked around the world annually:

Of Irish litter found in clean 
ups is cigarette related

Of Global 4.5 Trillion littered 
butts end up in oceans

Of the global tobacco 
industry is from cigarettes

Butts discarded into our oceans every year:
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How Will This Affect Me ?

The Clean 
Up Cost

Resulting 
Pollution

Consuming
Plastic

There are 1 million smokers in Ireland 
who are responsible for 54%. of Irish 
litter. The result of this is the Irish tax
payer contributing €175 per annum 
to  cleaning  up  cigarette  litter. 

80L of water are polluted per used 
butt. This results in livestock & humans 
consuming plastics along with polluting 
fresh water with toxic chemicals 
which is costly and time consuming. 

Butts getting into the food chain 
results in humans consuming 5 grams 
of plastic a week. High levels of 
exposure to microplastics effect the 
lungs,  liver  as  well  as  brain  cells. 



Market 
Size

Market 
Gap

Problem 
Scale

In Ireland there are just 2 start-up companies
working to collect & recycle used butts which 
causes collection & supply chain issues.
As a result these companies are missing a high
% of discarded butts across the country.

320 quadrillion litres of water are polluted every 
year from butts which can take up to 10 
years to break down in water. This results in 
humans digesting 5 grams of plastics annually 
which can effect the lung, liver & brain cells.  

19% of the Irish adult population are smokers
& there are 800 million smokers worldwide.
This rate is steadily rising in developing
countries where there’s fewer butt recycling 
companies offering products / services. 

Market Analysis
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The Design Process

2.

4.

3.

5.
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DEFINE IDEATE
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Empathise1.

I carried out research on smokers from a wide 
range demographics in order to get an emphatic 
understanding of the problems from a wide 
range of experience regarding cigarette butt 
disposal  &  recycling.  

I reached out to smokers in various research 
methods from online surveys to observational 
research to face to face interviews, in order 
to  accumulate  as  much  data  as  I  could.



Face 
To Face 
Interviews

Expert 
Interviews

User Investigation

As part of my research, I under-
took various user investigation 
techniques to gain a good insight 
into the target market segment.

This helped me to form insights 
based on attitudes, tendencies, 
habits & problems my target user  
segment  currently  have.

Observation

Online 
Survey 08



Just 11% of all survey 
respondants were aware 
that   their   used   butts  
could  be  recycled.

This shows that there’s 
an opportunity to raise 
awareness and educate 
smokers about recycling 
their butts after use.

From user investigation I 
found 83% of smokers 
believe there’s a lack of 
facilities available to  
smokers.

My observation research 
also showed there’s a lack 
of smoking areas in urban 
spaces. This led smokers 
to discard their butts on 
the  ground.

From speaking with butt 
recycling companies and 
from researching butt 
disposal numbers, I found 
that just 20% of butts 
smoked worldwide DONT 
end up in water systems.

It’s clear that standard 
litter bins & receptacles 
are not collecting enough 
butts  from  smokers.

Wait, I Can Recycle 
My Butts?

Lack of Facilities 
for Smokers to Use

The Lack of Butts 
Being Collected

The Core Insights & Results
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Define2.

After my empathising stage of my process, I 
gathered and arranged the accumulated data.

I then analysed the data through mapping and 
investigation in order to find the core problems 
I  found  from  my  user  investigation. 

Once I had identified these core problems smokers 
encounter, I searched the state of the current 
butt disposal and recycling market to identify 
any  blue  ocean  areas  or  market  needs.
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Using insights I gained from my empathising phase, I 
conducted further market research into the current 
state of cigarette butt disposal units and receptacles.

I found that 74% of smokers consider themselves 
environmentally conscious but just 26% of smokers 
look for a receptacle unit to properly dispose of their 
butt. This showed me there’s a lack of engagement 
with smokers when it comes to their waste.

The current state of the cigarette receptacle market 
was very predictable and blasé. Standard free standing 
and wall mounted receptacles are being sold universally 
but they don’t seem to be working well enough. 

This market research led me in the direction of creating 
an exciting and engaging cigarette receptacle unit 
that will attract smokers to use it instead of 
depending on smokers to do the right thing and use it. 
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Ideation3.

I began my ideation phase by using sketches to 
experiment with the scale, shape, themes and 
form  of  potential  solutions.

By using insights and learnings gathered from my 
empathising and defining stages I was able to focus 
on the idea of ‘gamifying’ the disposal process.

Three concepts were initially formed from this 
before I proceeded to develop and further refine  
the  SkeeButt  product  concept.



I researched forms of customer 
psychology to better under-
stand ways to engage smokers 
to  a  concept  proposal.

Using this information I used 
iteration sketching along with 
inspiration from current product 
offerings to ideate a way to 
gamify the disposal of butts. 

Sketching
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Prototyping4.

Once I had some concept ideas on paper, I got to 
work on creating some sketch models made from 
card, plywood & paper. From these scaled models I 
was able to experiment with the shape and form of 
the concept as well as conducting experiements 
on a full scale model.

By learning from these scaled models and full size 
plywood model, I was able to construct & assemble 
a fully functional working prototype from aluminium 
sheeting that helped me conduct user testing & 
validation testing.



Sketch Models

Flicking 
Mechanism

Scaled 
Models Scoring Zones

Collection Vessel
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Scaled Model
I began to work on my scaled 
model that would help me to 
conduct experiments and finalise 
the shape and size of my final 
working  prototype. 
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When I finished my full scale sketch model,
it allowed me to conduct technology 
validation experiments as well as user 
testing using the functioning prototype.

This process of marking up, cutting & 
assembling the prototype is shown here.
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The Prototype



Throughout the construction of the 
working SkeeButt Prototype, I was 
working on the electrical & technology 
components of the project to ensure 
a functioning prototype. This tech
was used to detect butts entering 
the SkeeButt & triggering the lighting.  

The use of the microphone sensor was 
tested and and refined from testing 
& experiments. This helped to ensure 
only cigarette butts and no other 
materials would trigger the sensor  
(coding  material  weight). This was 
done in the hopes of preventing 
the  misuse  of  the  SkeeButt

Once the microphone sensor
technology was refined & finished, it 
was integrated it into the finished 
prototype to complete the finished 
working product. When completed, it 
allowed me to conduct preliminary 
testing to show  a  proof  of  technology. 

The Tech Validation
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Test & Refine5.

Once the working prototype was completed, I 
began testing the SkeeButt with users and 
undertaking validation tests on smokers.

By doing this I was able to refine the product to 
ensure its constant development and that it was 
maximising the number of butts it was collecting. 



User Testing

Learnings
Once the working SkeeButt prototype was 
finished, I set about hanging it on a wall & 
testing it on the users to measure how 
they  engaged  with  it. 

From this I wanted to test the SkeeButt’s 
usability & engagement among smokers to test 
how smokers interacted with the product .
 
The SkeeButt was set up in public spaces 
(parks, outdoor seating, close to bus stops). 
I invited smokers to test the SkeeButt & 
took notes of questions, comments, queries 
&  tendenices  regarding  the  SkeeButt.

All users that tested the SkeeButt flicked 
their butts between 80cm - 110cm from the 
unit.

Every butt that was flicked during the user 
testing (23) ended up in the collection vessel.

1/3 participants asked for additonal butts to 
flick showing a desire to use the SkeeButt.
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Result & Takeaways

Validation Testing

SkeeButt collected 63% more butts 
than the MK3 bin over the 5 hour period. 

SkeeButt saw 173% more traffic than the 
standard MK3 bin over the 5 hour period.

For further iterations, the SkeeButt will 
require a demonstration / instruction 
element to make the SkeeButt process 
clear  for  smokers.

The SkeeButt prototype was tested on 
Saturday in Lucan Village to see how it 
worked  in  a  real  world  scenario.

This test was carried out to to test the 
SkeeButts aesthetic, engagement level and 
usability in a public setting.

The SkeeButt was tested against the 
standard MK3 disposal bin for a 5 hour period 
in  the  morning. VS



By adding instructional illustrations to the 
front of the collection vessel, I believe that I 
can improve the users knowledge of the 
SkeeButt process & hence boost its 
productivity & user impression of the product

Refining
From my validation testing, I began ideating 
on ways to improve from validation testing 
statistics and learnings :

  Number of butts collected
  Increase its productivity 
  Increase traffic around the product
  Providing clarity on its function
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Designed With 
Manufacturing 
in Mind

SkeeButt
Sustainable Disposal For Your Butts 



Engaging Lighting
Display Rewarding

Correct Disposal 

SkeeButt
Sustainable Disposal For Your Butts 
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The Playing Field 
Lit Up By Arcade 
Style Lighting
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SkeeButt
Sustainable Disposal For Your Butts 



tegangm@live.ie

Thank You For 
Your Time

SkeeButt
Sustainable Disposal For Your Butts 

+353 85 866 2930

Watch The Entire 
SkeeButt Story Here:


